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, 25 years Army/Police Intelligence community
Updated February 6

David Rendall

I’ve beat up on the Lighting in the past, but today I will come to its defence a bit.

The biggest problem facing high speed flight in the 50s was transonic and supersonic
wave drag.

P.1A the prototype Lighting designed to solve the problem of high speed flight.

Basically when you go too fast air cannot get out of the way quick enough. Swept
wings solved some of these problems which was good, but they let you fly into a new
set of problems further up the Mach scale, which was bad.

The relationship between wings, fuselage and control surfaces could be upset by
sudden changes in air pressure caused by wave drag, theorised but barely understood
in the late 40s.
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That separated air behind the supersonic flow basically cancels out pitch control.

In 1952  was chief test pilot at Gloster Aircraft when he encountered
‘flutter’ over the wing of a Javelin night fighter. A powerful series of wave drag cones
had stuck to his aircraft exactly where the ailerons were situated. He lost control as the
aircraft began a stomach churning series of vertical oscillations that saw both
elevators get ripped out of the aircraft.

Luckily this damage cured the vibration, but left Waterton flying an aircraft with no
pitch controls. Using engine power he was able to bring the aircraft to a sort of
landing where a fire broke out. After struggling out from the cockpit, Waterton
climbed back in and retrieved the automatic data collector. They gave him the George
Cross for being brave, but the data he collected was of even greater importance in
understanding transonic wave drag.

This was one of just a few instances of pilots surviving departures due to transonic
wave drag.  came across it in the De Havilland Swallow after 

 had been killed when his Swallow tore itself apart. Brown survived where
de Havilland didn’t because he was several inches shorter and didn’t break his neck on
the canopy as the aircraft oscillated.

Test pilots were routinely excavating large holes in the ground flying through this
problem, as designer sought to make things work.

Vought went with an augmented flying wing: 

Bill Waterton

Eric Brown Geoffrey de
Havilland

F7U Cutlass

73 6 10
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320 built, 25% crashed.

Lockheed went with a missile with stub wings: 

Lots built, lots crashed

Convair went with the promise of the delta wing: 

14 accidents per 100,000 flight hours, modern fighters manage 4.

Douglas went with a blended flying wing delta: 

F-104 Starfighter

F-102 Delta Dagger

F4D Skyray
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First flew in 1951, didn’t enter service until 1957 because it kept crashing.

DeHavilland went with two booms, two engines and two different shaped flying
surfaces, a swept wing and a straight tail: 

28 People killed at Farnborough when a Sea Vixen prototype tried to go supersonic. 35%
would be lost in operational accidents.

Supermarine just went with power: 

Sea Vixen

Scimitar
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76 built, 39 lost to accidents. A winner at 51% loss rate

Teddy Petter at English Electric went for a notched delta with twin stacked engines and
very small frontal cross section. When he made this decision in 1946 he was convinced
frontal cross section was the problem that needed solving.

It crashed, but not as often as the others.

 the designer of the Lightning began work at his Father’s firm
Westland in 1929. He was one of the first to benefit from a scientific education on top
of an apprenticeship. The first aircraft he worked on was one of the first monoplane
fighters:

Petter went on to build the ingenious if purposeless , the fast and complex
, the elegant but pointless and then hit his stride with arguably

one of the top three early jet designs the .

W. E. W. ‘Teddy’ Petter

Lysander
Whirlwind Welkin 

English Electric Canberra
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When you realise this was designed in 1944 and flew in 1949, it really is a brilliant
machine.

In 1948 Petter took on the high-speed interceptor challenge with P.1A. He assembled
a team off the back of Canberra which included the best British talent. Unfortunately
this meant they followed an insular design process and missed out on much of the
German design studies form late WW2.

By stacking the engines on top of each other the cross section of the fuselage could
be made oval shaped and narrower. Head on the P.1A was little wider than the intake
and cockpit.

Unfortunately cross section wasn’t the issue it was the relationship between fuselage
form, wing shape and vertical surface. .
The F-102 had severe drag problems until a few nips, tucks and bulges gave it a bit of
area rule.

This would all become known during the early 50s and more pilots would make more
holes in the ground as engineers and scientists discovered the correct formula. By the
time the came along in 1954,  in 1955 and the

in 1956, area rule was making very superior fighters.

Unfortunately for English Electric Petter had fallen out with management and left in
1950. The Lightning’s design philosophy stagnated in pre-area rule physics. In 1957
the British Government declared manned fighters obsolete and cancelled the Fairey
Delta. Lightning was too advanced to cancel so the poorer design was allowed to
continue.

Lightning was certainly one of the best single seat interceptor fighters of its
generation. Unfortunately that generation died out long before the first armed
Lightning went operational in 1959. Beautiful handling and a reputation as a hangar
queen kept it from making too many holes in the ground, but the drag issue reduced
its range to the point where multiple revisions were required. The bulged belly tank
squeezed in a bit of area rule and some more fuel at the expense of weapons, but its
performance was due solely to the thrust available.

Area Rule: How To Make Planes Fly Faster

Fairey Delta Vought F-8 Crusader
Convair F-106 Delta Dart 
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10 comments from Declan Hackett and more

5 comments from Tom Wit and more

17.1K views · View 73 upvotes · View shares

It was fast, thanks to twice the installed power of the slightly later area-ruled 
Draken had much the same performance using one reheated Avon as

Lighting had with two. But whereas Draken had the range to chase a bomber over the
horizon with four missiles, Lighting was limited to very short ops carrying just two due
to chronic drag issues.

It would only meet its full requirement in 1964 with the F.6 of which just 48 were built.
By that time area ruled interceptors and superior weapons platforms like F.4 Phantom
had been in service for several years.

But of that first attempt to get men, missiles, radar and supersonic speed working it
was superb.

That said if the Government had cancelled the older Lightning in favour of the modern
Fairey Delta, Britain would have had a Mirage ready for export years before Dassault.
And P.1A would be as well known as technology demonstrators like Avro 707 or SR.53.

Saab 35
Draken. 
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, studied Computer Science
Answered June 16, 2019

Originally Answered: What was the design rationale behind the BAE Lightning's engine placement?

Alex Patrick

The Lightning was designed around the engines in a way that would allow the frontal
area of the aircraft to be reduced.

The two Rolls-Royce Avon engines were vertically stacked and longitudinally
staggered, the fuselage design being optimised so the frontal area around the large
air intake was minimal.

With the exception of the (much needed) underbelly fuel tanks added in later aircraft,
the frontal profile was remarkably narrow, with the air intake accounting for almost all
of the fuselage frontal area.

P.s. It's never called the BAE Lightning, it’s English Electric, then British Aircraft
Corpor… (more)

, former Mechanic Qualified on Bristol & WW2 Aero
Engines. at Arms Dealers (1983-1997)
Answered August 1, 2019

Originally Answered: What was the design rationale behind the BAE Lightning's engine placement?

William James
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26 comments from Barry Hunter and more

Related Questions More Answers Below

49.2K views · View 170 upvotes · View shares

Unfortunately, its the position and layout of the engines that has meant that the Civil
Aviation Authority will no longer certify the Lightning in UK air space.

Any major issues, leaks or flame outs in the top engine can result in big problems in
the engine just a few millimeters below it!

You can though still see a lightning flying in South Africa. It’s a must have holiday, I’m
already saving!

Promoted by Toptal

As a freelance developer, what is the best way to get exposure?
, Senior Growth Manager – Talent

Answered September 13
Pavel Vydra

Achieving exposure as a freelance developer means building a strong online presence,
which is certainly time-consuming, and can be tough. Word-of-mouth and networking
can help you access good clients, but not everyone has such opportunities at a given…(Continue reading in feed)

How good or bad was the English Electric Lightning compared to contemporary US
fighters, honestly?

Why don't we have the 'one below the other' jet engine layout of the English Electric
Lightning in vogue any more?l

When did the English Electric Lightning become obsolete, and could it be modified
and reintroduced?

, Aerospace engineer
Answered August 4, 2018

Originally Answered: What was the design rationale behind the BAE Lightning's engine placement?

Will Simmons

The Lightning, as originally designed and manufactured by English Electric before a lot
of British industry consolidation/take overs has its twin engines not just vertically
stacked, but also staggered fore and aft.

The placement was all to reduce frontal area as much as possible, in order to reduce
drag as much as possible and so enable very high performance. The downside was
that there was very little space in the fuselage, and very little space in the very thin
wings, so the quantity of fuel carried was also small. This wasn’t so much of an issue
for the Lightning’s intended purpose though: … (more)

Add a comment... Add Comment

, former Electro/mechanical Engineer
Updated March 20, 2020

Brian Reed
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2 comments from David Rendall and more

1 comment from Martin Dennett

Originally Answered: What was the design rationale behind the BAE Lightning's engine placement?

The whole idea was to minimise frontal area by having the engines staggered one
atop the other. The downside was the poor access to most of the internal equipment
and the fact that any fuel or other fluids leaking from the upper engine inevitably
ended up in the lower one too. The fuselage was pretty well stuffed full of engines &
ancillaries. The first variant had electric wiring run internally, to add to the access
problem. On later variants, you can clearly see an external conduit on the fuselage
front LH. Inelegant but it helped. Fuel was originally carried only in the thin wings,
giving a… (more)
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, former Officer in Charge, Tofino Life Boat Stn. (Retired)
at Canadian Coast Guard (1966-2003)
Answered August 24, 2019

539 views · View 7 upvotes

Dave G. Howell

To reduce frontal resistance. The Lightening was an interceptor, she was all about
rapid rate of climb and speed She had both of these in spades. If I’m not mistaken she
is the ONLY Interceptor of any worldwide friendlies or otherwise that ran an intercept
of an SR71 and succeeded. That is something that even the fastest interceptor in the
world the Mig 25 Foxbat which was built to intercept the SR71 never did accomplish.

Top speed Mach 2

Rate of climb 20,000 ft per min or 100 m/s

first flew in 1954, Retired from RAF in 1988

, pilot, fluid dynamics engineering research, 100+ R&D
papers
Answered August 5, 2018

Originally Answered: What was the design rationale behind the BAE Lightning's engine placement?

564 views · View 7 upvotes · Answer requested by 

Patrick Bindner

It was intended to take advantage of a staggered engine layout that permits partial
overlap of the paired engines in frontal profile, thus reducing the overall frontal area
of the airframe. Such a staggered layout is impractical in a horizontal configuration. It
worked very well — the Lightning was scorchingly fast.

Toms Thomas

Add a comment... Add Comment

Answered August 31, 2019

184 views · View 2 upvotes

Drew Jenner

1: Speed.

2: Speed.

3: Speed.

7 2

7
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